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Business Continuity Planning 

Definition 

Business continuity planning is the process for ensuring the key outcomes of an organisation can be 

delivered during a temporary period of operational disruption.  

Examples could include short lockdowns for security or other reasons, significant absence of staff for 

illness or other reasons, IT systems crashing, loss of phone and/or internet connectivity, loss of 

power.  

Business continuity is not the same as amending or altering strategies or plans to take account of a 

more permanent change in context such as a change in the law, a recession or lessening of support.  

It is not the same as monitoring overall risks and threats to an organisation.  

Terms used 

I am writing these notes for several countries and contexts and slightly different terms may be used 

but the principles are the same wherever you are located.  For example, the overseeing board can 

be called the management board, the board of trustees, the board of directors etc but the function 

is very similar in all countries. I am using the term Board. 

1. When do we need a business continuity plan? 

Ideally every organisation and ministry should prepare a business continuity plan as part of their 

overall planning processes. It should be agreed in advance of any business continuity threat. We 

should all have one in place. 

A continuity plan should be shared with key people and printed copies should be stored in several 

locations in case problems with IT systems or power cuts prevent access to electronic copies. 

In some countries it is a legal requirement for organisations receiving any government funding to 

have a business continuity plan, and for registered organisations (NGO, charity etc) to have one too. 

Even where there is no legal requirement it is good stewardship and governance to be prepared for 

operational issues that interrupt ministry. 

2. Who should write a plan? 

Business continuity plans are operational tools so they should be written primarily by your senior 

management team.  Remember that strategic direction is the responsibility of the Board to oversee 

so be careful not to plan mitigations that change strategy without the approval of your Board.  If 

your mitigating actions require additional spending eg to purchase new equipment to deal with a 

temporary crisis then depending on the amounts involved, you may well need Board approval for 

the spend. 

It is the Board’s responsibility to ensure there is an adequate plan in place. 

3. How do you write a continuity plan? 

Ideally a business continuity plan should be written when the organisation is not under pressure.  

See section 7 if you have not already got a continuity plan for how to respond immediately.   

There are 5 main stages to continuity planning: 
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I. Identify who is needed to write the plan.  Make sure all areas of the work are included. 

II. Know what your key outcomes are for your organisation and the essential activities.  

Understand what is specific to your context – and keep abreast of changing situations in a 

crisis. 

III. For each threat that you identify, write an action plan for that event. Make sure that all staff 

are aware of the plan and know where it is kept.  Have paper copies as well as electronic 

IV. Use the plan when a situation arises 

V. Review what worked and what changes might be needed to the plan and revise it 

accordingly 

 

4. What should go in a business continuity plan? 

The plan should contain the following sections: 

• Process for initiating the business continuity plan – who will decide to activate the continuity 

plans and who is responsible for communicating that 

• Action plans for each threat 

• List of key contacts and numbers 

The plan should contain sections for each threat to business continuity that you identify.  These may 

vary from country to country.  Some issues eg internet close down may be much more likely in some 

countries so you will need to consider what is most relevant for your context.  

Some examples of threats to consider are: 

• Extreme weather incident 

• Loss of access to office or headquarters 

• Mass staff absence through illness 

• Pandemic  

• Terrorism incident or increase in security instability 

identify team to 
write plan

understand your 
organisation and 

context

plan actions for 
each specific  

threat you identify

use the plan when 
an issue arises

review what 
worked 
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• Supply chain problem eg fuel shortage 

• IT failure/crash 

• Loss of electricity supply 

• Internet or mobile shut down 

 

For each threat consider what actions might be needed immediately, within 48 hours, within 1 week 

and after 2 weeks. 

See below for example of an action plan for LOSS OF OFFICE ACCESS eg due to flood 

TIMESCALE TASK RESOURCES LEAD PERSON 

Immediate 
actions 

Put notice on website and 
social media that office 
closed 
 
Notify all staff not to 
come in 
 
 
Cancel all appointments 
that day  

Mobile phone, 
laptop, Wi-Fi, 
data 
 
 
Mobile phone, 
laptop, Wi-Fi data 
 
 
As above 

Communication officer 
 
 
 
CEO/Admin 
 
 
 
admin 

24- 48 hour 
actions 
 

Cancel all events at office 
for next two weeks 
 
Re-arrange events at 
alternative venues if 
possible 
 
Assess how long the office 
will be out of action for.  
 
Organise as many staff as 
possible to work at home 
 
Prioritise those actions 
that staff with home 
access can undertake 

As above 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Up to 1 week Make arrangements for 
further staff to work from 
home 
 
 
Consider financial 
implications of additional 
actions 
 
Plan move to alternative 
office if access unavailable 
for some time 

Mobile phone, 
Wi-Fi or data, 
laptop 
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5. What are the responsibilities of the Board in business continuity? 

 

• The Board must ensure that there is an adequate business continuity plan in place and that 

is has been appropriately activated.  

• The board should be in regular contact with senior staff/CEO/Director to assure themselves 

that in difficult and unusual situations the staff are managing. 

• Overall legal responsibility for the organisation and responsibility for strategic direction do 

not go away when there is a crisis – the Board still has the same duties. 

• The Board must be considering key financial issues at the outset of business continuity 

• If a situation looks like it will be on-going rather than a short term issue the Board must be 

considering longer term implications, priorities and strategic issues.  See separate guidance.  

 

6.  What about COVID 19/CORONAVIRUS – is this a business continuity issue? 

Yes - in most countries this is certainly starting out as a business continuity issue.  Governments have 

issued directives – usually for a short time initially that interrupt our normal ways of working.  This 

means that we need to find temporary ways of overcoming the interruptions and agreeing priorities 

during the initial period. 

But – whilst some countries have had/are having only a few weeks of interruptions, the context in 

other places is change being introduced for much longer periods.  When a situation is ongoing for 

more than a few weeks it ceases to become a simple business continuity issue and longer-term 

issues such as financial sustainability, changes of direction and strategy must be discussed.  This will 

need to involve Board as well as senior operational management. 

Also – The coronavirus pandemic is such a globally extraordinary event that even when all 

restrictions are finally lifted everywhere (possibly far into 2021) we may well find our context has 

been permanently changed and we will need to evaluate our strategic plans. 

 

7. Help! I haven’t got a business continuity plan – what shall I do now? 

Don’t panic if you haven’t had one before.  The important thing is to consider it now.  The COVID19 

situation is not the same in every country, but you should start by considering the questions below 

and writing up your agreed actions in a plan that can be circulated to key people. 

• What do we need to do to stay legal? eg are staff staying at home when directed by the 

government.  Keep on top of guidance and directives as these are changing frequently in 

many countries. 

• What do we need to do immediately to keep people safe? – consider reasonable steps to 

support staff, volunteers and your beneficiaries. 

• Can we continue our activities to deliver our outcomes? Do some of the activities need 

modifying to keep people safe and legal? Depending on what your ministry does, some of 
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your activities may be considered frontline and emergency and permitted to continue eg 

health services, sanitation services etc, supporting the vulnerable 

• What are alternative ways we can continue to deliver our outcomes?  Eg can we continue 

delivering strong financial accountability by accountants working from home.  Do they need 

additional or different equipment to continue doing this function? If you are involved in 

teaching or educating in some way, can you postpone courses, can you continue some level 

of teaching online? 

• If your finances are strained, what are your top ministry priorities to continue? 

• Try and identify the critical activities the organisation needs to do – these could be ministry 

activities that you deem top priority eg getting food to those in need, paying staff salaries, or 

organisational activities to remain legal eg filing accounts on time.  

• Write a list of each critical activity and try and find ways (legally, safely and practically) to 

keep doing these things.  Make sure that more than one person knows how to do these 

things in case they become ill. 

• If you don’t have enough resources to pay staff, make sure you understand the employment 

legislation in your country.  What alternative, legal arrangements can you make?  Can you 

postpone payment?  Give people unpaid leave or furloughs? Pay a portion of salary?  

• Make sure you have a clear decision-making process in place.  It might be different to your 

usual process.  Ensure there are clear deputising arrangements in place.  For example, who 

will take financial decisions if the accountant is ill or cannot be contacted?  

• Try and think ahead a little bit to other issues that may get added into the picture in your 

context.  Eg what can you do if mobile networks or the internet get closed/unreliable due to 

demand? What will your reserve plan be?  Is the security situation in your country improved 

or worsened?  

• Make some good communication plans with your team.  If you cannot meet in person, how 

will you stay in contact? Can you use zoom or WhatsApp or arrange a regular time to call 

people?  

• Try and ensure your Board is fully involved in their own responsibilities and duties see 

section 5 and separate guidance. 

 

 


